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By KARL VERA
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Of the Lobo Staff

epidemic proportions in the fad-ridden swamps of
national med_ ia mir_ei streaking has managed to break out on the
UNM campus with all the furor and moralistic outrage that the
Nt:..._ .
sight o(_ flagging genitals on parade can create among the present
I ""' . 1:.:? day collegiate paragons of virtue.
,;:,.. . ~ "If we catch 'em, we book 'em," came the ominous statement
(tiP
from that defender of public morality, Campus Police Chief Barry
Cox.
Nobody seemed to really care, however. Nudity posed little
threat of arousal, political or otherwise.
''When you've seen one, you've seen them all," one woman
explained with a bored shrug.
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Professor Calls
Streaking
, A Cheap
ThrillSee Page B
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ACLUEyeonU.
By DIANE ROSS
Of the Lobo Staff
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A hot air balloon with two
huge drawings of an eye
·drapped on its sides bounced
around Johnson Field
yesterday as part of the New
Mexico Civil Liberties Union·
campaign against invasion of
privacy.
The balloon was used to
publicize a national news
conference- with California
Congressman Barry
Goldwater, Jr., to be held
Friday at 11 a.m. at the SUB.
Goldwater will introduce a
bill to Congress to abolish the
use of social security numbers
for identification, except for
social· security purposes.
"You are being watched,
whether you know it or not,"
said Barbara Brown,
Chairperson of the student
chapter of NMCLU.
11
Social security numbers .
are being used by credit
bureaus, in police files and on
drivers' licenses. .All these
individual dossiers can be
combined into cross-files, u
she said.
Sylvan Segal, a local
attorney, owns the balloon
and piloted it. He plans to do
several ''drifts" over
Albuquerque to help get
NMCLU's message across.
· Not much response has
come from .the UNM campus
so far, said Brown, "but
that's not abnormal."
Psycho-surgery, giving
psychological tests to grade
school children to determine
'-' pre-delinquincy," and
keeping records of arrest
whether a person is innocent
or guilty are _practices
NMCLU would like to

It was hard to disagree with her. The sight of fleeting flesh en
masse at ten-thirty Wednesday night was about as sens~al as a
locker room soapdown after a sweaty game of mudball. The
question of the hour seemed to be why a flash of skin with no
tum-on potential brought such a horde of voyeurs.
HUNDREDS OF STUDENTS WHO had been lifeless
throughout the semester showed up for the unclothed spectacle.
It was a true convocation of the "naked and the dead. The
surprising effect that streaking seems to have on the public, the
jolting sporrtancous outburst of unexpected nudity, was

Streakers Face
Running Abreast
Of Legal Action
Students who are considering the possibility of
streaking should take into account that they may be
violating state laws and may face the possibility of
university disciplinary action.
A.memo circulated to all dorm residents yesterday,
signed by Deans ~inda E. Friedman and Mary A. Morell,
warned students who are "so inclined to participate in
the recent fad known as 'streaking' " that they could
face possible legal action under New Mexico State
Statute Criminal Code 40A~9-8 for Indecent Exposu!'e.
The memo, which was put in all the mailboxes in the
dorms, stated: "Before making a decision as to 'join in'
or not, each individual should be made aware of the
negative consequences if apprehended for such
activity."
The memo also said students should "talte the above
facts into consideration, along with the knowledge that
streaking is not condoned by the University and is in
violation of state law."
The notice was dated March 13.

I

House Committee Still
Pressing For Tapes
eliminate in their invasion of
privacy campaign.
Brown said the last time
she wanted to see her student
records she had to bring an
attorney with her.
"You ought to have the
right to see your own files,"
she said. "You were the one
who made them."
At the ASUNM Senate
meeting a week ago
Wednesday, a resolution to

abolish the use of social
security numbers as student
numbers was introduced. The
resolution passed by an
acclamation vote, but will not
affect University policy
unless the administratiort
takes a<ltion.
Tables have been set up in
the SUB between now and
Friday to provide more
information on NMCLU's
campaign.

WASHINGTON (UPI)-Leaders
of the House Judiciary Committee
said Wednesd~y the tapes the
White House has refused to release
are necessary to the impeachment
inquiry and the Committee still
demands them.
Chairman Peter W. Rodino, Jr.,
0-N.J., said the 42 _tapes the
White House has withheld "are
necessary to a full and <:omplete
eXplanation" or Watergate
coverut> events.
Although Rodirto succeeded in
calming fol' the time being several
Committee Democrats angel'ed by
the White House stance, he said
the Committee would ccutilize the

power we have" if President
Nixon did not ultimately
surrender the tapes-ccand that is
the power of subpoena.,
Rep. Edward Hutchinson of
Michigan, the Committee's
ranking Republican and one of
Nixon's strongest defefiders ort
the panel, said the requests for
more material were "very
reasonable and they are relevant."
Rodino also accused White
House aides or making inaccurate
statements on Tuesday when they
told l'eporters the Committee
wants to "bapk up a truck and
haul off White House files.
.
(Continued on page 2)
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in his theory, the idea behipd his theory. Maybe capit11lis~ :-vm
destroy itself. Our society might have overdone advert1smg,
overwhelming us with so many products that we have become
desensitized to the thrill of accumulation of goods and the
recognition we get from conspicuous consumption. It is not easy
to be distinguished when everybody has the same access to the
distinguishable product. It becomes a waste of money if all it
leads to is owning a brand of car that so many other people own.
Recognition now comes with thylack of facade, the stripping
away of excess wares that have little variety.

Grin And Bare It
(continued from page' 1)
considerably lessened by the overweening adverti&ing that
proceeded the event.
·
From Hokona Hall up to Johnson Gym, cutting back through
the Mall and around Zimmerman Libr11ry, people lined the streak
course. AB if by plan, the mass streak on Wednesday nigbt Wl!s
executed with the precise determination of .a pbysical exercise,
and the
response was appropriately l11ckadaisical.
.
.

.

SEEKING A DEEPER MEANING to streaker madness, an
on·the·scene spectator pointed out, "Well, it's sometbing to do."
Some women from the P- M- sorority expressed dismay over
tbe fact that the streakers ran by too fast. Asked if they would
prefer some kind of straddle race in the future whl!re the focus on
the private parts would be enhanced, the women replied, "Yes,
we'd love it."
For them, bowlegged streakers took priority.
I asked a member from a different sorority later that night
whether she felt Jet down ·by the alacrity with which the men
shot by.
"Not me," she replied, "The excitement is in not getting a
good look. The mystery of the night and what is hidden in the
shadows as they run by makes the event more erotic."
THE AGE OF THE TIMID WOMAN alluringly waiting to be
caught was on the wane. In the past on up through the present,
women have been judged as sexual objects while men have hidden
behind their products and creations for their b11sis of their sexu11l
11ppraisal. But then streaking is a sign of change in our Qttitudes
towards looking at men themselves as sexual objects instead of
· their produc11ble put·ons. .
The implicit sexu11lity that h11s long been attached to the
possessions that make up our personal advertising becomes
explicit in the act of streaking, the boldest and barest
advertisement for oneself. Alienated from the extended, safe
narcissism th11t was so thinly disguised in powerful cars and
expensive dress, students are coming clean, pointing out th11t the
sexual symbols have become so obvious one might just as well be
·
naked.
THE ONLY TRUE WAY OF VISUALLY appraising men's
sexuality would be by scoping out their genitals, just as men base
much of their titillation on breasts.
This idea was elaborated on when a student named Mike
walked up to me and asked me if I had seen any women streakers.
I told him I had the week before when, walking back from the
fraternity streak, two women had emerged from the bushes
wearing panties and tennis shoes.
"Why panties?" he asked.
"It really doesn't make any difference if they are streaking,
does it?"
He nodded thoughtfully. "I think you're right. There is a kind
·of taboo about revealing the woman's pubic area; it's the last
thing to be shown. But when it is shown there is nothing really
exciting-it looks like a clam with a fright wig. There is nothing
really sensuous about looking at a mons venus; you've got to have
a defined form, something you can really grab hold of since
sensuality is dependent upon touch. Even with your eyes, Your
eyes have got to touch in your imagination."
Mike hesitated a moment to reflect. I stopped a woman who
was walking by and asked her what she thought of flapping,
flaccid penises streaking by in the night.
"Personally, I like mine hard," she laughed.
MIKE TAPPED ME ON THE shoulder. "You know, maybe
this is a sign of going back to the Renaissance woman, when
plumpness was a sign of voluptuousness. In America in the past,
women had access to so many adornments they began to depend
on things like missile·nosed bras and heavy make·up-.products
that made the features stand out. What they were doing was
physically selling out their body for the packaged product. With
nudity they have to rely on their own flesh, and I .mean flesh, not
bones. You got to have some love handles, damn it!"
According to Mike, streaking meant that we were getting back
to the body, away from the commercial appurtenances that are
based solely on appearance and not physical reality.
I ruminated for awhile on that. Perhaps Marx was right; if not

MASS PRODUCED, MACHINE PRESSED items are all the
same; but everybody's body is different.
But when the streak that took place last night had no aspect of
individuality about it. If anytbing,' it was an attempt at
outrageous anonymity.
When I expressed my qualms by telling an onlooker that
overexposure dulls the senses 11nd that after three nude bodies run
by the spectacle gets as boring as an animated Verkoff magazine,
he objected.
.
"This is just the beginning," he insisted. "You have to start m
groups so that you work up your courage. Later, when it becomes
more accepted, people will streak out on their own."
This brought up the question of whether streaking was going to
be a short or a long term craze. Earlier in the week President
Ferrel Heady said that "the novelty will wear out after awhile."
DR. RICHARD TOMASSON FROM THE sociology
department thought differently. "This craZe, which is more
sophisticatetl than something like goldfish swallowing, will
··probably peak, decline, but it won't disappear that quickly."
As Tomasson went through his prognostications, he mentioned
the ambivalence to the body that he considered part of the
streaker's mentality. This was a moot point. Nudity could also be
considered the purest expression of the human body, hinting that
no matter how many rights we have been stripped of, or how
powerless we actually are to determine our own lives, we still
have our bodies, and nobody can deprive us of that without
taking our life along with it. ·
Live Mrlim! Lobsrcrs
Fresh Scnfood
F'rm1h Frmmn Sen food

Wholcsal" · Rclnil
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Tapes ...
(continued from page'l)

Tibo: More Industry
i Will Create Jobs

f

"These statements are not
accurate," Rodino told a news !i!:
conference.
n>
Hutchinson agreed, "The X~ .
Committee is not engaged in any 8
fishing expedition," he said, ~
adding that the requests had been
reasonable and should be '<
complied with,
~
Hutchinson also rejected White .o
. House suggestions that the
. Committee define what are
impeachable offenses and the g.
charges against Nixon before ,..
asking for more material. He said .ol»
that would be too,..
"time-consuming" and would ~
"not be of any value," since ol»
members would not be bOU!ld by
it.
Rodino earlier succeeded in
cooling off the tempers of several
Committee Democrats who were
angered by the statements of
Nixon's Press Secretary, Ronald
L. Ziegler, and Presidential
Counselor Bryce Harlow. Both
said the Committee had asked for
too much and :was overstepping its
authority.
Rodino .said the statements by
Ziegler and Harlow did not reflect
the view point expressed by
Nixon's chief Watergate attorney,
James D. St. Clair, in meetings
with Committee. Counsel John
Doar as late as Monday.
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Tibo Chavez, Democratic
candidate for governor, said
yesterday he wants to ~Jring more
industry to New Mexico even if it
means giving a tax break to
incoming industry,
Chavez was on the Mall,
yesterday afternoon having lun~h
and taping some TV shots for his
campaign. This included, Chavez
said, "Getting acquairtted with the
students and talking to my
compadres and comadres from
Belen."
He talked with students about
his pliins for the state.
· "I want more jobs for New
Meiicans, meaningful jobs, where
people can get involved in what
they want to do. This also means
having more vocational skills
taught at certain levels," Chavez
said. H:e felt he could accomplish
these things as governor.
Applications arc being accepted
On the energy crisis, Chavez from UNM students to fill 22 positions
said, "We're exporting resources on Chamber of Commercc Committees
shortly, applications for 20
that belong to New Mexicans. We and
openings on city and county boards.
need a program to explore and Some of the committees arc: business
develop the resources, involving development. legislative affairs~
regional affairs, etc. For more
the people.
i n f o r m a t i o n c a 1 I B· r a d
"We need to plan jointly, C a t c s 1 o.r r I c e ·
something this state hasn't done. 766·4000/home-299·4740.
If we don't, it creates a vacuum
-l
and the federal government takes
New Mexico
over.u

ji
I

the Spring Election. Persons interested should attend the poll workers
meeting April 1, 7:00 p.m., SUB Room 231-E. For further information
contact Sue Pickett or Phil Shamas in the Student Government Office,
277-5528.

One of Chavez' supporters told
Chavez several people on campus
were upset about his endorsement
- of legislation requiring motorcycle
riders to wear helmets.
"I considered this safety
legislation and we heard
testimony from several doctors
concerning in!uries from
motorcycle accidents," Chavez
said.
When asked why he was
running for governor, Chavez said,
"I love New Mexico and its people
and they know I've been involved
in the problems of state
government. I've been going to
colleges and can relate to them,
because they know I've sponsored
certain good legislation."

S0 UND I DEAS
1624 Eubank NE

Box 20, University P.O., UNM
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131
Editorial Phone (505) 2774102, 277-4202
The New Mexico Dally Lobo ia publ~hcd Monday through Frid .y every
regular week of the Univetaity year
and weekly dUring the eurpmer smaion
by the Board of Student Publications of
the· UniVI:!rsfty of New Mexico. and bi
not financially associated with UNM.
Second clliBs postage paid at Albuquerque. New Mexico 87131. Subscription
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.store liows

GRAND
OPENING!

lOWN

(Corner of University & lomas)

For excellence in all music
and voice reproduction.

; . Cross Country Skies and Boots

•

>

·· New & Rental
·:

Sherwood·
--·------ .,_.....

Packs-New & Rental
Sleeping Bags-Rental
Gerry Ski Jackets-New
Down Jackets-Seconds
Boots
Gerry Panchos-Seconds
Tents-New & Rental

New& Used
Items At
Bargain Prices

Friday-Saturday-Sunday
March 15, 16, 17
Doors open from 9 a.m.-9 p.m.
Open Sunday 11 a.m.-6 p.m.

Tiffany lamps
Appliances

Top rated Receiver

\
.

•

'

.List *823
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UN6fAj"l

Mexico~

~

COMMERCIAL/ FINE ART SUPPLY
RUB·ON TRANSFER LETTERING
AIR BRUSHES/ SILK SCREEN/
SIGN SUPPLIES/POSTER'BOARD
STENCILING MATERIALS/CLAY/
WOOD CARVING TOOLS /CRAFT/
MACRAME/CANDLE SUPPLIES
DRAFTING SUPPLII:S AND PAPERS·

THEjiLV£R

1720 Lomas N.E.

A standard in the Industry

ART SUPPLY

New Mexico. Two years later he
received 14 votes for the Vice
Presidential nomination at the
19 7 2 National Democratic
Convention.

~.

292-1188

"

Lt. Gov. Robert A. Mondragon
will announce his Congressional
candidacy during a public
reception in his honor at the
Albuquerque Civic Auditorium
Friday evening (March 15 ). ·
The 8 p.m. to 1 a.m. party and
dance will be sponsored by the
"Committee to Elect Robert A.
Mondragon to the U.S. House of
Representatives." The public is
invited and Chairman Chester
Bruce Hanson said hundreds o£.Democrats from throughout New
Mexico are expected to attend the
campaign kickoff celebration.
Mondragon will seek the
Democratic nomination to
represent New Mexico's First
Congressional District, the
position now held by Republican
Manuel Lujan.
Mondragon was elected State
Representative' from Bemalillo
county in 1966 at age 25. When
he was 3 0, he became the
youngest Li~utt'nant Governor in
the nation and in tht' history of

Annual
Spring Sale
·;

Acoustic Research

LAnG ELLS

Mondragon To Announce

ASTROLOGY
What day of the week were you
born? Gel your computer printed
zodiac sign along with a calendar
of the· month you were born
(14 x 22). Now only $1. Send name,
birthday & year lo Computing
Systems Corp., P.O. !3ox 9252, AI·
buquerque, NM 87119. Please include 40~ poslage & handling.
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New Mexico
Politics

'

f";-------

Eligibility: All persons who have turned in petitions for Spring Election"
will be called about eligibility or you can come by ASUNM Government
Office after March 18.

Poll Workers: Poll workers are needed to work at the polls April

..;

-

Former Albuquerque city manager
Herb Smith will speak/Friday, March
15, 1·4 p.m./UNM Honors Center.
Smith wUI participate in the Center's
regular coffee and conversation
sessions.
·

Candidates Meeting: All eligible candidates running in the Spring
Election should attend the candidates meeting Tuesday, March 26, 7:00
p.m., SUB Room 231-E.

By ORLANDO MEDINA
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Shoes for the
entire family
from 45¢
Belgian Rugs

650.00

•\

FINE CUSTOM FRAMING

ladies Dresses
from 25¢

.

Tapestries

Door Prizes
1st-Portable T.V.
2nd-Belgian Rug
Jrd-5 AM"rM Radios
4th-2 $20 Gift Cert.
St h-2 $10 Gift Cert.
Drawing J p.m. Sun. 17
You must be present lo win

Men's Work Clothes
from 45¢
Uniforms, Fatigues
Children's Clothing
starts at 15¢
Furniture

METAL SECTION/PLASTIC FRAMES
2510 CENTRAL AVE •. 266·3211
ACROSS f:ROM JOHNSON GYM
3600 4th ST. N. W.
344·5002
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Discow>r the World o.f Backpacking
1406 Eubank Blvd., N.E.
298-4296

"The Unique Experience in Thrift Store Shopping"
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Lunches Daily at OKIE'S
i
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Draft Beer & Hot Sandwich $1
11-2 p.m.
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r.· ~'Dancer
,e.
k~

Lost in lights array
I ve11tured to see
as the sound began to play
, .. They move time,

And I heard a million
voices singing
Acting to the story
that they had heard about
... We love when we play.

A workshop entitled "The
Dancer as an Artist" will be
conducted here during the spring
break, announced Gerrie Glover,
UNM dance instructor.
The workshop will be held Mar."
18-22, mornings from 9:30 to
12:30. There are no prerequisites
for enrolling, Glover said, and
students from the fields of
education, medicine,
psychotherapy, social work, and
communications are welcome, as
well as' dancers and artists in all
media.
The featured artist for the
workship will be A. A. Leath, Jr.,
Assistant Director. of the Institute
for Creative and Artistic
Development in Oakland. Leath
has been a concert dancer,
creative behavior teacher,
movement educator, and has
worked with the correction of
postural disabilities, but says the

-H1'ales from Topographic. Oc.>cans"

Photos by

mel

Buffington

Rick Wakeman, keyboards
(left); Jon Anderson, vocals
(below); Steve Howe, guitars
(right).

WAC Champions-NCAA-A
shot at immortality. The Arena
belongs to the Lobos. So the
concert starts late.
5683 came to see Yes. $5, $6.
Anxious. The show starts-Yes?
No.

old red stool. It takes nerve. But
he knows-brother, he
knows-how to play and sing the
blues.
And (docs it matter? but)-at·
the end he is led off. Charlie Star
is blind.

Charlie Star. Just one electric
guitar. Perched on the edge of an

Rs
~ Rn Rrtist'·
~
~ WorkshopI Next Week

Pictured above are:
Top-Greg, Chester, Bruce,
Emilio, Mic
Middle-Steve, David, Frank
Bottom-Lenny, Lenny, Brent
(or'something like that),
most accurate designation for
himself is "artist-teacher."
"Whether I am working with
children or with grownups within
a theatre situation or within a
science class, my main concern is
to have us all try to function with
the art process," Leath says.
Glover said the workshop
activity will include a daily
movement session in which
students will be guided through a
physical workout. adaptable to
each student's physical readiness,
followed by a period of
exploration in movement, visual
art, writing, or theatre skills.
Further information may be
o b tained by calling Glover at
296·5923.

ZALES
IIWILIIlS

Emerson, Lake & Palmer was
fun. It was a show. Electronic
wizards playing with tons of
equipment, calculated to blow our
minds. They did; we loved it.
Yes, Tuesday night, same
Arena. Tons of equipment again
(they didn't have time to set up
the quadraphonic system they
brought along), but most of it
mood-setting stage props. (English
bands have always had more of a
flair for The Show.)
'There's a big difference-Yes

has done it long before arriving in
Albuquerque. They created Yes
music. No improvisation in their
concert, no keyboard flash from
Rick Wakeman. Just faithful
recreation of the albums: but
that's a big order by itself. An
hour of older numbers, art hour of
"Tales from Topographic
Oceans."
Possibly I've never seen a band
so closely one with their music
and each other. It was a rare
concert.
Charles Andrews

Our People Make Us Number One

Ski Touring &
Snowshoe

IAKI Ill HI

SALES-RENTAls-SERVICE

1031 San Mateo S. E.
SINCE

1967

JOIN OUR

Co-oP

Backpacking and camping weather has arrived in New Mexico, and Olympic Sports
can supply you with all your gear needs.
At Olympic Sports we carry the finest in
backpacking equipment, such as Jansport.
If you're mountaineering, climbing, camp'ing, road traveling, or if ,you're under 5'5"
and 120 lbs., Jansport has a backpack designed especially for you.

Chambray
BIG
.•• graduation, marriage, the
first child - all are
important/ And just as important
is your life insurance/
Don't put it off. Calf us
today about the best
In Insurance coverage, plus
outstanding social and fraternal
banellts at no additional cost.

RA~t

SHANKAR
Alia Rakha, r.1b/a
Nodu Mullick, Tamboura
FH•ftl

R(•tm·~NJt,tlivt•

Phol1~·liJ4·0Jlti

ApriiJ-8:00 P.M.
Civic Auditorium

·.. '
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$1100

lobo
SHOP

SUB Box office; Music II;
Budget Tapes & ' Records;
Riedling's Downtown.
.

BELLS

MENS

Tickets at:

,
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• •' I

21 20 Central S.E.
\
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Who are these men?? If you
guessed the UCLA Bruins, the
UNM Board of Regents, the Dallas
Cowboys, ten little Indians (you
can't count), or the Dave ("Streak
while your iron is not") Pitchford
fan club (obviously wrong-Ms.
Sue Pickett is not shown )-you do
not win two tickets to the Tower
of Power /Cheech & Chong
concert this Saturday at the Civic
Auditorium.

Match the stars
in her eyes with a
Diamond Bridal Set
a. Constellation bridal set, 7 diamol'lds, 14 karat gold, $400.
b. Constellation bridal set, 5 diamonds, 14 karat gold, $225.
c. Constellation bridal set, 13 diamonds, 14 karat gold, $525.
d. Swirl bridal set, 29 diamonds, 14 karat gold, $1,100.
ZaleS Revolvmg Charge • Zales Custom Charge
BankAmentard • Master Charge

Amencan Express • Layaway

11rustrat1ons enlarged

DL!IPIU SPDI!S, Ill.
2931 Monte Vista N.E.

Across from the University in the Triangle
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Mich11el Minturn

News Editor
Isabel Fore man
Conserve paper-give this paper to a friend.
'TERRIBLE LUCK AGAIN,BOSS!-ALL WE KEEP COMING UP WITH IS THESE BIG CHUNKS
OF GOLD ••• I

....

Then What?
The American Civil Liberties Union's current
campaign to make the people aware of various methods
of invasion of privacy has taken the forms of billboards,
radio and television commercials, newspaper
advertisements and most recently a balloon. One of the
main points the ACLU is going after is the use of social
security numbers identification.
For years, the SS numbers have been included on
almost every official transaction in addition to their
normal usage. These numbers have been used by
governmental agencies to keep track of individuals, a
clear misuse of the numbers' purpose.
Social security numbers shoulc. only be used for job
application and have no business being on telephone
company records, drivers' licenses or your UNM
identification card.
We agree with the ASUNM Senate's resolution, passed
by acclamation, that the administration stop using the
social security numbers on student IDs. We also agree
wi~h the section of the resolution stating that the Senate
wi'll support "whatever ·legislation and litigation
necessary" to restrain the administration from using the
social security numbers as identification.
One of the themes of_the A'CLU's campaign is "Ten
More Years." Figure it out. Ten years from now it will
be 1984. If the date alone doesn't do something to you,
consider the fact that at the rate this country is now
going, the concept of "Big 'Brother" will no longer be
j{Jst a concept. It could be a harrowing reality.
The basically conservative American populace have
long regarded the ACLU as a left-wing oriented
organization bent on destroying the American way of
life. It is indeed strange that the ACLU is an
organization spending over $40,000 in New Mexico
alone to make that same conservative majority aware of
their dwindling amount of individual privacy.

A March 12 article entitled
"Black Union Changes: It's a' New
Beginning" misrepresented the
past Black Student Union's image,
programs and leadership.
The direction of the Black
Student Union from its inception,
was to change the academic,
social, and cultural structure of
the University to meet the needs
of the Black university
community; to develop student
services in the Black community;
and to foster brotherhood
relations between African and
Afro-American Studies.
The Black Student Union,
contrary to statements made in
the above mentioned article that
Sam Johnson "started" BSU,
began when Ralph Featherstone
of SNCC, and Ron Karenga met
with Black students in the fall of
1967 to organize a Black Student
Organization. Joe Long, a
graduate student, was the first
BS U co-ordinator. Two years
later, BSU members changed the
leadership to four coordinators.
Since its beginning all activities
· of the BSU were open to all Black
students. Meetings and elections
were advertised and open to the
entire Black student body at
UNM. No prior BSU membership
or participation was required to
vote or to hold an office. Every
Black St udellt at UNM was
considered a member of BSU
whether they participated or not.

The BSU, and some Black
athletes, h·ave always
worke;together, almost since its
inception. Black athletes have
represented the BSU at senate
meetings concerning controversial
issues, and have also served as
BSU coordinators.
BSU and Black athletes have
co me together to protest
controversial issues, such as GYU
and its discriminatory practices,
and the suspension of the 14
Black athletes at the University of
Wyoming, In 1970, there was a
survey taken to ascertain the
relevancy and interest In and for
the Afro-American Studies
program at UNM. The results
indicated that the Black athletes
supported the program 100 per
cent. It was also shown that a
great major lty of the Black
athletes had taken all of the Black
courses offered and all of them
had taken at least one course.
The Afro-American Studies
Program is a result of the efforts
of Black students, a Black UNM
administrator, the Black
community, and Black educators
at other universities, such as Dr.
Nathan Hare, formerly of San
Francisco State University.
The following are examples of
past BSU programs: BSU
vo I untarily staffed the former
Afro-American Studies tutorial
program servicing students from
first grade through college level;

Opinions
Opinions are guest editorials
and should be typed, no
more than 250 words and
signed. Address and telehone number should also be
included.
Letters and Opinions are subject to editing.
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College Fair '7 4 will provide prospective college students and
their parents with answers designed to clear up "college
confusion."
This second annual event-sponsored by nine New Mexico
institutions of higher teaming-is scheduled for 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
Saturday in the Grand Ballroom of the Hilton Inn.
John Bakas, UNM director of orientation a:nd advisement,
chaired last year's college fair,
"Last year's was quite a success as far as we are concerned and
we expect this one to be better," Bakas said.
"The college fair idea is really a new concept of getting the
word about our colleges and universities to prospective students
and parents," he said.
"In the past, representatives from the various colleges have
visited high schools throughout the state. But with this system
the students and their parents get to come and visit us," he said.
College Fair '7 4 will consist of displays by the various state
universities and colleges, Present students, faculty members and
administrators will be present to talk with the fair visitors.
"There will be no time limit on how long you can stay at a
certain college's display. This will give students and parents all the
time they need to talk with representatives from our schools,"
Bakassaid.
Last year the majority of questions by parents of future college
students dealt with the costs of going to the different universities
and the aid programs they may be eligible for, he said.
"Students were more interested in the sizes of the various
universities and talking about the varying academic programs
available from different schools," said Bakas, adding that he
expects most questions to be in those same general areas again
this fair.
·
Bakas said this fair has become an annual event because college
officials feel the better informed the prospective student and the
parents are about colleges and universities, the wiser a decision
they will make about college.
"College, l,!fter all, is a rather important and significant
investment, both in time and finances," said Bakas.

Regents Facing
Heavy Agenda
A lengthy agenda will confront
University of New Mexico
Regents at today's meeting that
will include election of officers
for the ensuing year.
The Regents are slated to meet
at 9 a.m. in the Council Room of
the SUB.
Two major policy matters will
be up for consideration. One has
to do with various types of leaves,
including sabbatical. The other
sets forth regulations for
expenditures in connection with
recruiting professional personnel.

Barbara Simmons
Battey Keller
Sam Johnson
Past BSU Coordinators

I would like to apologize to

females. I put up those "Sexist

Judy Sing and any other offended

Flyers" about the hang glider

"catchy and

novel approach."

That was done by someone that

Son Of A King

Morning Editor
Kathy Piacek
Reporters-Pat Barkin, George Johnson, Del Jones, Dick
Kelleher, Jeff Lee, Orlando Medina, Karan' Plagge, Rich
Roberts, Diane Ross, Mike Tarasoff, Karl Vera
Photographers-Mel Buffington, Dave Carmichael. Michael Gandert, Jane Gardner, Bob Kandrotas, Sue Keith,
B. McMaster
Proofreader
Vic Hogsett

Once upon a time there was a
·an honest mistake in an attempt •ball of fire and it was just
to interest females in the sport of a·floatin' along when suddenly it
blowed-upl And here we are.
hang gliding. ·
Now that's reasonable.
We are forming a UNM Hang
Glider Club and welcome
everyone. We wi II conduct
ourselves in a liberated
atmosphere and form our own
policies. Please be assured that
you will see no more of those
"Sexist Flyers."

Evolution requires more faith
than I'm capable of. Jesus supplies
my every need. By filling my
heart and calming my soul, He
enables me to think clearly.
Let the freaks streak-l'm a
child of the King.
Reggie Saville
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NEW YORK (UPI)Washington, D.C., had the highest
syphillis rate in the nation last
year and Yonkers, N.Y., the
lowest, the American Social
Health Association reported
Wednesday,
Atlanta led the nation in cases
of gonorrhea; Tulsa, Olda., ranked
lowest in the disease.
In its atwual survey of cities of
over 200,000 population, the
association repoded that in

addition to Washington and Carolina had the highest reported
Atlanta, San Francisco, Memphis, rate of gonorrhea and Vermont
Te11n,, Charlotte, N.C., and the lowest, Georgia had the most
Rochester, N.Y., had high rates of reported cases of syphilis and
venereal disease.
South Dakota the fewest.
Th<> repol't said t.hat 809,681
The survey showed Washington
cases of gonorrhea reported in the with 117 cases of syphilis per
nation in fiscal 197 3 represented a 100,000 population. Tulsa, Okla.,
12.7 pet· cent increase, The ·had 0,6 eases per 100,000.
25,080 reported cases of syphilis
Atlanta showed a gonorrhea
showed a 4, 5 per cl'n t inm·ease case rate of 2,956 per 100,000
over 1972 figures.
population and Yonkers, N.Y.,
Of the 50 states, South 143 cases per 100,000,
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SERVICE
7611 Mcnaul 296-6978

The smartest looking hand made
purses and· some of the best
turquoise and silver jewelery
around. All at low prices.

Rob's Leather Goods
&
Foot Fetish
101 Cornell SE

Washington Has Highest VD Rate
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We not only
have the best
looking shoes
in town, but
also the finest
tooled belts,

By the way, it' II be a breeze
getting it up.
Gary Vogt

won't do it again. However, it was

Editorial Assistant
Michael Fraser

<U

Apologies For "Sexist" Glider Flyers

Arts & Media· Editor
Charles Andrews

Sports Editor
Gregory lalire
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Fair '7 4 Hopes
To Close Univ.
Information Gap

Letters-----------~i'iP
meeting, but I didn't think up the

Letters
Letters to the editor .should
be typed, no more than 1 50
words and signed. Address
and
telephone
number
should also be included.

New Breed Inc., a Black
community· organization,
operated a volunteer Day Care
Center that was partly staffed by
BSU members; the Afro-American
Studies Summer Youth Program
has been staffed by BSU and
community members; an annual
Halloween Party for Black youths
was organized to protect Black
youths from pranksters.
BSU has been instrumental in
. the survival of the Afro-American
Studies Program, which benefits
the entire community. It has also
been the vanguard of the political
struggle to keep some type of
livelihood for the Black university
community.
,
The changes that have been
made in the BSU have been made
as a resu It of the changing
enrollment of the Black student
population.
In closing, the authors of this
article would like to commend
the present BSU for organizing
programs such as the boycott of
Portuguese products and
community food drives. They
demonstrate an awareness by BSU
of the struggles we as Blacks must
incur, and a positive commitment
to Black Iiberation.
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Past Black Student Union Revisited
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Our Officer Selection Officers are looking for a few good college menmaybe 3 out of 100-who will make good Marine officers. If you're one of
them, we'll give you a chance to prove it during summer training at Quantico, Virginia.
·
Our program is Platoon Leaders Class, PLC. With ground, air and law
options. You might even qualify for up to $2,700 to help you through college.
But if money is all you're looking for, don't waste your time.
The challenge is leadership. If you want it, work for it. If you've got it,
show us. It's one hell of a challenge. But we're looking for ~fle hell of a man.

·
·------------..
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Please send me information on
Marine Corps Platoon Leaders
Class. (Please Print)

Box 38901
Los Angeles, California 90038

Name

Age

Address
City

State

School
Phone

Zip _ _ _ __
Class of

Social Security#

I
I

I

I

···-----------···
If you are a senior, check here for information on Officer Candidates Class D·
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Roll: ~streaking l,s A Cheap Sexual Thrill'
produce children and the time when you're emotionally and
economically ready to have children," Roll said,
"An adolescent faces a lot of responsibilities, one of which is
the development of sexuality," hll said.
A second context that Roll said can be attributed to the
streaking phenomenon is that "within the western tradition,
springtime has been associated with a social enigma." Roll
pointed out that the Romans held spring rites and that the
Mardi-gras is a Judea-Christian rite.
He said the pending impeachment of Nixon could have an
affect on causing the new trend of streaking.
"It has been shown that Nixon and the oil companies have not
been honest with us, We feel cheated and deluded by the cover-up
and streaking is a form of uncovering," Roll said.
On the eight law students who streaked through the Moot
Court wearing only ties recently, Roll said it was not a form of
protest.
·

By DICK KELLEHER
Of the Lab o Staff

Steaking is a cheap sexual thrill, a challenge to society, and has
the same emotional fervor as a panty raid, psychology professor
Sam Roll said.
Streaking is an act of sexuality, he said with no outside
participation required.
"The streaker is in a highly sexually charged action without
any chance of a real or sexual action," he said. "Whenever people
take off their clothes in a group, there's no chance of having sex.
It's safe; it's like necking when your parents are present."
Another aspect of streaking is that it is a challenge to society,
Roll said,
"It's a cheap thrill sexually and a cheap thrill in terms of a
challenge to the established order," he said. "It's not intelligent
enough to be a protest.

"It's a cheap thrill sexually and a cheap thrill in terms of
'·
a challenge to the established order."

"Within the western tradition, spring has been
associated with a social enigma."

"Cheap thrills are better than no thrill at all for those who
can't articulate their protest."
Roll said that a "real protest should relate to what's being
done," apd gave the example of the lettuce boycott at Safeway as
a "real" protest.
''Psychologically and emotionally, streaking is the same thing
as a panty raid," Roll said.
"The streaking doesn't seem so strange if we put it into a
numb!lr of contexts."
One context Roll put streaking in was that of adolescent
maturation, during which the developing adolescent will act noble
and philosopical, and five minutes later the youth will be selfish
and arrogant.
"Adolescence is the time between your ability to physically

"It's an avoidance technique," he said. "We have a system of
justice that punishes the poor and rewards th'e rish. There are
many things about a system of justice that can be legitimately
and honestly protested."
·
"What strikes me as pathetic about streakers is not that they
have no clothes, but that they are not people. They have no
names," he said.
Harold Meier, sociology professor, said streaking is similar to
other Greek fads over the years.
"Because of the sexual revolution, nudity has become titilating
to the middle class. Streaking is a Greek middle-class
phenomena," he said.
·
"lt's another form of Greek delayed maturation.
"I remember when I was a kid, this is the type of thing 10 and
11-year-olds lihd to do," Meier said.

(l'hoto by Bob Kandrotas)

c

Prof. Sam Roll

Pope: People Should Respect Unborn
VATICAN CITY (UPI)--Pope speech.
Paul VI said Wednesday any
The Pope told the family
society tolerating divorce, committee the mutual love of
contraception and abortion is married couples "must be able to
doomed to dissolution or slavery. rest firmly on the unity and
His remarks marked the indissolubility of their union."
opening of the Vatican's
It was his first public
unofficial campaign to remove condemnation of divorce since the
divorce from Italy's law books.
Italian government set May 12 as
Addressing the Vatican the date for a referendum on
committee for the family, the repeal of a 1970 divorce law the
76-year-old pontiff said a healthy Vatican strongly opposes.
family must be indissoluble and
In an apparent reference to the
respect unborn life.
vote, the Pope said "moral
"Woe to a society that would attitudes are dependent on the
not honor the institution of the nobility or weakness of .men's
family," the pontiff exclaimed, hearts, but they also depend on
"Very soon, it would be doomed their social conditions and the
to become a dust of uprooted and laws they give themselves. On the
anonymous individuals, the latter point, Christians cannot
victims of a tragic isolation or a abdicate their responsibilities."
soulless dictatorship."
Reiterating the Catholic
Persons who saw the Pope at Church's ban on contraception
his weekly gene raJ audience and abortion, the Pope said
before the meeting with the responsible parenthood "is not a
family committee said he still matter of artificially diverting the
looked somewhat weak from a procreative act from its end, far
bout of influenza that caused him less of taking the life of a human
to cancel engagements earlier this
month. They said the Pope cut
the general audience from the
usual 90 minutes to about one
hour by eliminating remarks in
various languages and
conversations with various groups
that usually follow his main

being that has been conceived.
Christians must remain very firm
on these points."
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Besides having great
Wine.
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Western Wine and Liquor
35 Winrock
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When you get down to the nitty gritty$$;
a College Degree~~e greatest
ticket ~ on earth " " .
But, if you have to put it off for
awhile, consider Today'~ Army.
It offers:
• a 2 year enlistment option
• continued education (in service
or out)
• $326.10 per month to start
• free meals, housing, ·clothing,
medical and dental care, and
much more.
For more information contact your
ARMY representative nearest you.
.L
In Albuquerque he's located at:
l"\'

l~Jt\

413 U.S. Courthouse
5th an~:a~~d ~;·· S.W.

}!;
k 2435 San Pedro, N.E.
m 7\ 256·7475

~~ TODAV'S ARMY!

2

2301 Juan Tabo Blvd.
298·6787

GOT In GET IT!
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Bill Gives Kidnapers Chance To Bargain
WASHINGTON (UPI)--The
Senate voted Wednesday to allow
skyjackers, prison rioters and
kidnapers, who have killed, to
bargain their way out of
execution.
The possible escape from the
electric chair or gas chamber was
added to legislation, being
considet·ed by the Senate, which
would restore the death penalties
ruled unconstitutional by the
Supreme Court in 197'2.
The amendment, sponsored by
Sens. Edward M. Kennedy,
D-Mass., and Philip A. Hart,
D·Mich., would allow the attorney
general to grant an exemption
from the mandatory death
sentence to criminals who free
hostages they are holding. The
vote was 49 to 40.
A proviso, adopted by voice
vote, does not make the
agreement binding on the courts.
Judges would have the option of a
death sentence or a lesser one.
The Senate is expected to vote
soon on the controversial issue of
restoring the death penalty. There
have been no executions in the

General Says
Amnesty Would
Ruin Morale
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WASHINGTON (UPI)-A
Pentagon General testified
Wednesday that amnesty for
Vietnam war resisters would
damage morale and discipline in
the armed forces and "impact
adversely" on national security.
At the end of a House Judiciary
Subcommittee's first round of
hearings on proposed amnesty
IPgislation, the opposing
arguments of Lt. Gen.. Leon S.
Benade, deputy assistant defense
secretary, were challenged by
several members of Congress.
"I have faith in the patriotism
of young Americans," said Rep.
Bella Abzug, D-N.Y., sponsor of a
bill that would grant universal and
unconditional amnesty to
Vietnam draft evaders and
deserters.
"I have faith that they would
rise to defend this country if a
national emergency really
required it," she said.
Benade said the Defense
Department's position was "not
grounded in vengeance,
vindictiveness or retribution."

~is
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CIVIC AUDITORIUM
FlliDAV, APilll 5, 1974·7:30 PM
LIMITED S~ATING

United States since 1967. The bill, which applies only to
crimes committed in federal
jurisdiction, must still be
approved by the House, It has the
backing of the administration.
The legislation provides the
death penalty f ot• treason,
espionage and other crimes but
only when a killing is involved.
Among these crimes are murd<>r,
political assassination, hijacking or
· kidna pi11g.
The death sentence could not
be imposed if "mitigating" factors
exist-such as the accused being
under 18, or a person taking a
minor part in a crime, acting
under extreme duress, or not
being able to foresee th11t death

could result.,
If the mitigating circumstances
are absf'nt, the dE'.ath penalty is
mandatm·y if specific aggravating
·circumstances exist. These include
previous convictions, murdering a
policeman or prison guard, killing
fo1· hh'<' or assassinating American
or foreign political lead<'rs and
others.
Senate liberals won a 49-<13
victory when they secured
adoption of language that Lhe
''mitigating" circum ;t.ances should
be liberally and bwadly
interpreted and the "aggravating"
circumstances proved beyond a
reasonable doubt.
By an 87-0 vote, the Senate
also adopted an amendment

which prohibi~s the execution of a
pregnant woman. She can be put
to death, tlwy t·uled aftet· giving
birth.
An attempt by Sen. Floyd
Haskell, D-Colo,, to give tlw judge
or jury disct·etion in imposing the
death sentence, even when the
aggravating circumstances exist,
was defeated 4 7 to 40.
Sen. John L. McClellan, D-Ark.,
said adoption of the amenchnent
would again lead to "wanton and
freakish" sentencing, the reason•
the Supreme Court rul<'d
exl'cutions illegal.
Kennedy and Hart :ll'gued that
allowing the attomey genet•al to
grant an exemption to persons
holding hostages-even if they

have already killed-could save
other possible victims.
Without the qualifying
am<mdmen t, Kennedy said, the
criminal has "nothing to lose
ldlling the othet· hostages."
But McClellan called the
amendment "an invitation to any
criminal, any kidnaper, any
hijacker to take with him a
hostage and bargain with the
attomey gclwt·al."

Makers

Indian Jewelry
OLD TOWN

Air Force RO I C...

The college scholarship
program with fringe
benefits.

Some people might need to be coaxed with more than a full college schol·
arshipto join the Air Force ROTC. So, iffreetuition, lab and incidental fees
aren't enough ... the Air Force offers a monthly allowance of $100.00,
tax-free, in your junior and senior years.
And free flying lessons to those qualified provide the most exciting fringe
benefit of all.
Interested?

Contact Major

Austi~

at

University of New Mexico 277-4502
Find Yourself A Scholarship In Air Force ROTC.
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Tracksters Open Outdoor Season
By GREGORY LALIRE

takes real good spirit.
''We have some good
UNM's outdoor track season individuals, but they are young.
begins Saturday when Wyoming How well we do depends on how
comes to University Arena, and quickly the young guys mature.
the Lobos will have home track We had a good indoor season
meets on each of the next four (finishing a close third in the
Saturdays.
WAC) and I think we'll do that
"I want to compliment the . well outdoors."
\team," Coach Hugh Hackett said
Heading the Jist of individual
as he gets ready to start his 16th stars are Michael Solomon, who
outdoor season at UNM. "They've won the WAC 440 indoor
been working hard and there is cTtampionship and will be running
good spirit. Yesterday (Tuesday) I that event Saturday; Ingemar
was working with the 440 team Jernberg, who holds the school
the whole time at practice so the record in the pole vault (17·0
other guys were working hard 3/4); and sprinter Walter
pretty much on their own. That Henderson.
Lobo Sports Editor

Lack of depth has caused becauae it Jacks the outstanding
problems for Coach Hackett in individuala. The following
recent ye11rs, but he feels there has Saturday, however, UNM hosts a
been some improvement in that powerful UTEP squad.
area.
"I'm sure UTEP figures as the
"Each year we are getting a top WAC team in the outdoor
little stronger," Hackett said. season," Hackett said. "The
"But it's hard to find a lot of Miners have won the WAC cross
depth anywhere. In dual meets a country and the WAC indoor
team has three individuals in 17 already and they have a good
events plus two relays. To field a chance of sweeping.
good traek team you need 11lmost
"Nobody has ever won all three
as many individuals as in in one year before but we won the
football."
Hackett feels Wyoming, which
finished sixth in the indoor
championships held in
Albuquerque, isn't real strong

cross country and the outdoor in
the same year a couple of times,
before they started the indoor,"
Lobo lineup against Wyoming
Saturday with starting times:
Hammer (12:30)-Randy
Withrow, Clarence Lamar, Steve
Frederick. Long jump (1
p.m)-Robert Nance, Tom Kent,
Pole vault (1:30)-!ngemar
Jernberg, Doug Kowalski.
(continued on page 12)
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Baseballers
Play Much
The Colorado State Rams open
their 1974 baseball season at
Lobo Field Friday (3 p.m.)
against Coach Bob Leigh's UNM
team, which is 6·2 on the year and
has a busy spring break coming
up.
Saturday, the Lobos and Rams
bump heads in a noon
doubleheader at the Sports
Stadium (where the Dukes play).
After the three game series with
CSU, Leigh's Lobos are on the
diamond nine times in six days.
"I' II start Ron Adair, 2·0,
Friday and probably Doug
Johnson, 0·0, in the opener
Saturday," Leigh said. "It will be
Rich Olson, 1·0, or Kent Seaman,
0·0, in the second game. But
everybody will get a chance to
start next week with all those
games we have."
Catcher Gary Stewart, who
pulled a leg muscle while running
the bases in last Friday's game
with Northern Arizona, will play
this weekend but won't catch
every game, Leigh said.
UNM has a hearty team batting
average of .365. Mike Pettenuzzo
leads the team with a .531
average, while Stewart is at .500
and three players (Adair, Alan
Hunter, and Bill Piskorski) are all
.400 or over. The team's ERA is
3.57.
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featuring
The Romero Bros.
Rock 'n' Roll Band

Romero. (126 lbs, ), Roy DeVore
(134), Bruce Davis (190), and
Milton Seals (heavyweight).
Dave Romero won his third
straight WAC title two weeks ago
and is going into the NCAA
tourney with a 24·7·1 record on
the year, and a 67·30·1 during his
UNM career.
Roy DeVore has been the
runnerup at the last two WAC
tournaments and won it outright
in 1972. 15·9 on the season,
DeVore's career mark is 67·30·1.
Bruce Davis, who won the WAC
in 1972 and was runnerup this
year, missed the 197 3 conference
meet because of an injury. His
record is 6·3 with three of his
wins by pin.
The Lobos' best hopes for
NCAA poi'nts appear to be resting
on the broad shoulders of
heavyweight Milton Seals. Seals,
perhaps the most brilliant to ever
perform at UNM, won his first
WAC championship this year after
coming up second his first two

"

Phil, Kevin, Eric, John, and Jeff
make the Dons a formidable foe
0 for the Lobo basketballers in
,l:l
tonight's second game of the Far
West Regional doubleheader at
Tucson.
~
-~
Some 500 UNM students will
~
be there cheering on Norm
0 1 Ellenberger and the boys against
·~
":. the San Francisco Dons,
champion of the West Coast
~
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Sprinter Stance: UNM's Walter Henderson will be
running in the 220 yard dash and the 440 yard
relay Saturday in University Stadium where the
Lobos open their 1974 outdoor season.

r1I'

'

"We have scored some
outstanding rounds, but now we
have to put together a full
tournament," McGuire said. "I'm
hoping this will be the one,"
The Lobo linkmen are Jed by
Henry Sandles who had a team
leading 225 score in Monterrey.
Playing the second position for
UNM is Bob Ault. Lee Carter,
David Vincent and Jack Rice will
play third through fifth on the
Lobo latter, Walter Koch or John
Klee will man the sixth spot.
UNM will be one of the team
favorites along with NMSU and
ASU. Other teams include Texas
Tech, Colorado, Nebraska, and
Arkansas.

Johnson Gym will be open
every day for recreation
during semester break (March
16·March 24) from 1·5 p.m.,
but Carlisle Gym will be
closed the whole week.

Gymnastic
WAC Title
For ASU?
Of the Sports Staff

It lets you "speak" to your calculator with total consistency, because
it lets you load data into a 4-~egister Stack. This means: (1) you always
enter and process your data the same way, no matter what your problem;
(2) you don't have to re-enter data; (3) you can see a// intermediate data
anytime.
Our H P-45 is one of two pre-programmed scientific pocket-sized
computer calculators with this key. That's one reason it's the most powerful pre-programmed pocket-sized scientific computer calculator. Here
are three of many others:
1. It's pre-programmed to handle 44 arithmetic, trigonometric and
logarithmic functions and data manipulation operations beyond the
basic four(+,-, x, +).
2. It lets you store nine constants in its nine Addressable Memory
Registers, and it gives you a "last X" Register for error correction or
multiple operations on the same number.
'
3. It displays up to 10 significant digits in either fixed-decimal or
scientific notation and automatically positions the decimal point through·
out its 200-decade range.
Our HP-35 is the other .It handles 22 functions, has one Addressable
Memory Register and also displays up to 10 digits in either fixed-decimal
or scientific notation. It's the second most powerful pre-programmed
pocket-sized scientific computer calculator.
Both of these exceptional instruments are on display now. If you're
looking for unprecedented calculating capacity for your money, by all
means see and test them.
·

PACKARD

UNM's golf team, figured to be
rated among the nation's Top Ten
again this year, travels to Las
Cruces for the New Mexico State
Invitational this weekend.
The 54 hole tournament opens
Thursday with the final round
scheduled for Saturday on
NMSU's challenging University
Course.
Coach Dick McGuire doesn't
feel his Lobos are "real sharp" yet
but said the potential is there to
be a good team.
"We've proven that against the
best," McGuire said. "Our third
day at the Pan American
Invitational (the only previous
competition for the team th~s
·year) was excellent, but we turned
around and blew up the final
day."
UNM had 301 and 293 team
totals on the first two rounds of
the Pan American Tourney, held
at Monterrey, Mexico in the
middle of February. A poor 329
total on the last round gave the
Lobos a disappointing ninth place
finish.

By DEL JONES

This is your key to unprecedented calculating
capacity. Only Hewlett-Packard offers it

II

In the first game, UCLA goes
against heavy underdog Dayton
and the Lohos will be playing one
of those teams Saturday in either
the championship game or the
consolation contest. UNM was in

the NCAA tourney once before
(1968), but never made it past the
second round (after getting a bye
in the first round).
Coach Bob Gaillat·d's Dons
were 1 8·8 during the regulat·
season and have some outstanding
talent. San Francisco's scoring
leader with a 21.8 average is 6·4
guard Phil Smith, considered a
first or ·second round Pro
basketball pick. His backcourt
mate is 6·0 John Boro who is
considered the team's
quarterback. Boro was inserted in
the Don lineup after San
Francisco got off to a 2·6 start
and the team has been winning
since.
Up front, San Francisco has
height in 6·9 center Eric Fernsten,
6·7 forward Jeff Randell, and
6·91h forward Kevin Restani.
UNM will counter with 6·7 Bill
Hagins (13.0 scoring average), 6·5
Bernard Hardin ( 17.3 ), and 6·7
Mark Saiers (11.1 ). The starting
Lobo guards, as they have been
most of the year, are Gabc Nava
(10.4) and Wendell Taylor (8.9).
If UNM gets by San Francisco
and UCLA (which should beat
Day ton) the Lohos play the
NCAA East winner in Greenboro,
N.C. That's some "if."

Rec. Hours

tl

HEWLETT

Confefunce, while fans back in
Albuquerque can watch the game
over KOB·TV (starting about 10
p.m.).

. Golf Team In Cruces

:I

FmoAV, MAncn 15

8:00PM
SUB BALLROOM
• $1.00 cout>les/$1.50

seasons, Seals ,is the only wrestler
going to Iowa who is not a senior.
As a junior Seals finished the year
with an amazing 27·3 record, 12
wins coming by fall. Two of his
pins were in the WAC meet. Seilis
won the New Mexico and Arizona
Invitational championships and
was second at the Oklahoma
Open. During his carrer, Seals has
gone 74·15.
"Milton is capable of winning
the national championship," Lobo
coach Ron Jacobsen said. "And
Davis in particular could finish
high. I think all four of our
wrestlers are capable of getting
into the final six. The draw and
how hard we work are the
variables."
Last season, UNM finished 33rd
in the NCAA meet. Jacobsen is
hopeful for a higher finish in
1974. This weekend closes out
UNM's season. The Lobos finished
dual competition 7·6 and were
third in the WAC behind surprise
Colorado State and BYU.

Lobos, Dons Tonight

~""

Four Grapplers To NCAA
UNM, third-place finisher in the
WAC, sends four wrestlers to the
NCAA Championships this
weekend in Ames, Iowa.
Competing for the Lobos
beginning tomorrow will be Dave

'

Hewlett·Packanl makes the most
adv.anced pocket-sized computer
cakulators in the world.
401 Wyoming Blvd. NE

• ••

uq

Phone 265·7981

Monday-Friday Bam-5:30pm
Sa!urday 8:30am-4:30pm
Master('harge BankAmericard

I.
'

The UNM gymnastics team goes
to Tucson, Ariz. next weekend
(March 21·23) and for the first
time in five yea~s their WAC title
is seriously in jeopardy.
The Lobos in the past six years
have dominated WAC gymnastics
like Arizona State has dominated
football, but this year UNM is
expected to finish second, behind
ASU.
"Arizona State is definitely the
strongest team in the conference
this year," said coach Rusty
Mitchell, "They have by far the
overall depth and talent. But we
plan to be close behind them
along with Colorado State."
Judging is always a problem
when it comes to gymnastics. It
never fails that someone is going
to feel they're being cheated. But
Mitchell expects the judging at
Tucson will be very good.
"JudgP.s . will be neutral from
California and Colorado," said
Mitchell. "Overall I expect it will
be extremely fair."
Senior Dave Repp will be
attempting to take his fourth
WAC all-around title, with tough
competition expected from
Wayne Young (Ariz.), Verner
Hoeger (BYU), Paul Werst (Ariz.),
and Gary Alexander (ASU). Repp
has taken the all·around title
every year he's competed missing
only in 197 2 because of a
(continued 011 page 12)

DEEP PURPLE
with
Savoy Brown & Tucky Buzzard

April 2 University Arena
Tickets go on sale today:
Gold Street Circus
Reidling's Downtown
Candyman in Santa Fe
SUB Box Office
Stromberg's Trend Shop Winrock
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Tracksters Open

'

(continu('d (rampage 10)

..

S h o t p u t ( 1 : 3 0 )-Randy
Withrow, Steve Frederick. Javelin
(1:30)-Gadand Prater, Frank
Jos~ph.
High jump (2
p.m.)-Frank Joseph, Fred James.
Triple" jump (2 p.m.)-Frank
Joseph, Tom Kent, Bob Nance.
Discus (2:30)-Randy Withrow,
Steve Ft·ederick,
Steeplechase (1 :45 )-Jay Miller,
Mark Bjorklund, Ken Stalter, 440
Rei ay ( 2 p.m. )-Walter
Henderson, Chris Glover, Joe
LaPorte, Melvin Powers. Mile
(2:10)-John Allison, Peter
Manning, Matthew Segura, Phil

I

I

Ortiz, Shane Page.
High hurdles (2:20)-Melvin
Powers, Frank Joseph, Doug
Kowalski. 440 (2:30)-Fred
James, Willie Cruz, Michael
Solomon, Elliot Skinner. 100
(2:40)-Joe LaPorte, Chris Glover.
880 (2:50)-Matt Henry, Bob
Rohrman, Tom Snowdon.
Intermediate hurdles (3
p.m. )-Bob Nance, Melvin Powers,
Doug Kowalski. '220
(3:10)-Walter Henderson, Chris
Glover, Jones. Three mile
( 3: 2 0 )-Faustino Salazar, Blair
Johnson, Matthew Segura. Mile
relay (undecided).

CLASSIFIED

4)

PERSONALS

SEE THE PEOPLE and countryside of
Europe this summer on 3-week student
biking tour. Information, contact Ross,
265-2168.
. ·-·---- - - - - 3/27
HEAR ROY EUGENE DAVIS, disciple of
Paramahnmsa Yogananda at Howard
Johnson'a Ewt, Friday, Mnrch 16, 8:00
p.m. Ad~issjon, $2.
3/16
SPRING VACATION skiing at Purgatory.
Bcnutiful midweek prices. Skiing and
lodging for four as low liS 3 days-$20
per person, 6 days-$33 for reservations
1-303-247-3838.
3/14
"DIG HEART" needs your ideas-recyclin~
frel!will discards, unskilled, handicapped,
artists, publicists, signs, graphics, crafts.
_!0~-~alt Mateo NE. 4·6 pm.
3/27
RIDE NEEDED to Bakcrfiel!l, Calif. or
ncar. Shnrc expenses. 242-9!120.
3/16
NI~EDED: Baby clothes,etc:- Wom~ due
March. DrOJ) off at Women's Center.

~~~~-=~~~------~3/26

GRADUATE STUDENT with family
needs 2 or 3 bedroom house, near UNM,
before end o£ May, Rent bct·.veen $160$160, Prefer a plea15ant yard. 277-4726.
3/26
PREGNANT AND NEED HELP'/ You
have friends who care at Birthright.
247-!181!1.
WRITERS NEEDED: New Mexico Dally
Lobo. Apply in person at the Lobo, room
168 of Student Publications.
WANTED: ONE BEt»ROO~M---aP-t-. --;,
house in a nice neighborhood. Married
couple to occupy April thru Augtlllt, Call
_!)avid 20!!·6~~or 277•4Q02,
SUICIDE Is a permanent ~olution to
listen.
temJJorary
problems.
We'll
AGORA, 277-3013.
3/15

----

2)

LOST & FOUND

FOUND: Dlack dog, 4-G months old. We'll
be glad to keep, 1420 Silver.
FOUND: Man's ;at~hi'-n-=D-ec-.~C~o-nta-ct
Barbara, Computing Center, 277-4646.
I•'OUND: •Black beaded ·clasp purse near
Mesa Vtstn. Claim In Journalism 205.
FOUND: Coin purse containing keys and
mo ney at StanCord &: Silver. Identify &:
1
clam.
rm 206 Journalism.

31

ur bv nuail
Classified Advertising
UNM P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque; N.M. 87181

.FOR RENT

5)

LEAD &: ASH SE, Lucaya House Apart·
menta. Full security, all utilities paid,
efficiency, $126/mo. l·bdrm $168/mo.
l!·bdrm $186/mo. Call Jim at 8'8·7682
or 21ili·llfill3.
tfn

'69 GTO, four-speed, damn good condition,
needs paint job, around $900, John, 402
_ £~ell, apt. 7,
3/18
1970 DUCAT! 450cc, $350. Excellent. co~~
dition. 296-73111 after 6 pm,
3/18
AKAI REEL-to-reel deck with accessories
-~-tapes, $200. 268·2612.
3/18
UPRIGHT PIANO in good condition. $200.
.~6~:~?,12.
3/18
VOLVO 544, 1960. $260 or offer. 281·5167.
Fridnys and weekends.
8/18
1969 KAWASAKI 90cc trail bike, good
running condition, $175. 281·6595. 3/18

COLUMBIAN-WEST. 1 block to UNM,
new &: beautiful spacious luxury apartments. 209 Columbia S.E. 1 & 2 bedrooms, furnished &: bills paid, from
$165,00. Recreation rooms, swimming
pool, dishwashers, disposers, security and
refrig, air, 1\fgr, 268·8934 or 268·
1006,
2/27

5)

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

SMITH-CORONA ~lectric portable typewriter. $100. Well cared for. 277-6401.

6)

----------------------~3~j

EMPLOYMENT

"JUG HEART'' needs your ideiiS-recycJing
fre~will dlsca!d.q, unskilled, handicapped,
art•sts, publictsts, signs, graphics, crafts.
700 San Mateo NE. 6·6 pm.
3/27
ADMINISTRATOH/IIousing and Food
Servlcc.q, Bnchelor's Degree required.
Master's Degree preferred but not mandatot·y, Experience in the field of Housing Management and Counseling is
necessary, For more information, call
243-9461 extension 810 or submit resume
no later than Mnrch 31, 1!174 to Audrey
Stern, Personnel Director, University of
A lbuquerque, Albuquerque, New Mexico
87140.
3/16

SAVE $1 Ynshica TL-Eicctro X 36mm.
with accessorl(!ll. 136mm Vivltar 2,8 tele·
photo lens. 2ll converter. Extension·
tube.~. UV filter. Electronic fln.sll. $260
_firm!. Call after 6:00 pm. 296·3728. 3/16
YOGI AND SUKI, both half Wolf, half
Malamute. Have had six large pups,
Born Feb, 6. Available March 19. Will be
incredible animals. 763·4956, EsPanola,
N.M.
3/27
HEWLETT
PACKARD,
36·calculator.
3/26
243-6073.
MUSTANG 1971, $1900 ·~~~d~d. C~U eve•
nings, 268-1667.
3/26
COMPUTER. HEWLE'fT Packard HPafi
with fleld case. 6 mos. old. Still under
warranty, $250, 265·6626.
3/26
1971 SUZUKI 18Gec.-G~od gas miles, extra
parts, $350, 766·1041.
3/14
WHILE THEY LAST. Back laues of th~
Dally Lobo are sold for 101! each In Student Publications Business Office room
2061 Journalism Building.

7)

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST. IBM earbon·
ribbotl: guaranteed accuracy. Reasonable
rates. 298·7147.
2/16

"BIG HEART" need!! your ideas-recycling
freewill dillcards, unskilled, handicapped
artists, publicists, signs, graphics, crarts:
700 San Mntco NE. 4·G pm.
3/27
TUUNDERBIRD MAGAZINE Ia taking
submiaiona for the next laue. Brine
them to room 206 Journal11m.
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY
Photographer or Entrepreneur
operate your own campus party
picture business. Work your
own hours and make a good income, We
specialize
in photomarlteting systems for
campus photography.
Candid Color Systems, Box 25669
Oklahoma City,_ Oklahoma 73125
405 787-u313

CLOT.HES FROI\1 1890·1940, beautiful old
!1Uilts, oak furniture, photographic antiqu(!ll and more. Watch tor the opening of The Silver Sunbeam Antl(lues.
March 23 at 3409 C:ntral NE.
3/22
VOLVO 122S body. Engine, parts for sale.
243-607S.
3/14
VERY OLIJ epiphone jumbo body guitar,
good bluegrass instrument, 898-7669. 3/16

WESTERN STATE UNIVERSITY

COLLEGE OF LAW
OF ORANGE COUNTY

CALIFORNIA'S LARGEST LAW SCHOOL

OFFERS A CHOICE OF FOUR
PROGRAMS OF LAW STUDY:
e

IN EITHER 2 '11 ar 3 YEARS of FUll·TIME law study
(15· t 6 classroom hours per week), or

e

IN EITHER 3% or 4 YEARS of PAitT•TIME day, evening,
or weekend law study 13 c:lasses per week, 3-4 hours
per class),

. e

You can earn your JURIS DOCTOR {J.D.) degree and
become

ELIGIBLE TO TAKE THE
CALIFORNIA BAR EXAMINATION
WRITE 01 PHONE

~Oit

CATAlOGUE

FOR RENT

~--~--------~-UOSQUE PLAZA
APARTMENTS. Adobe
Style-l &: 2 . Bds. Furn. &: . Unfurn.•
Utllltie!l Included. t'ool, gas barbi!(JUe,
large balconies, sauna, ref. air, 10 min.
from UNM. Waterbeds permitted. From
$150.00, 8201 Mar11uette NE-266·6071.
Students & professors welcome Ill
NEW TWO BEDROOM futly turntshe[f
atlitrtmen t.~. !lecurity building, 4 blocks
UNM, 2119 Vassar SE. The Zodiac, 2Gii·
6780.
3/15
ONJi, BIJRM . turnl~hed. For couple or one
single, 324 Penn. NE. $120. G·month
lease and dePosit.
242·2211.
tfn
..............
_ _____....._ ...
_,
THE ClTAIJEL, cffieleney and one bed·
room, reasonable rents from . $130, mod
furnishinl!s and shag carpeting, deluxe
electric kitchen, swimming flb!il, recrea·
tion room, ~ard l't'lom, J)ool table, security ~unrds, walking distance to UNM,
1520 University NE, 24::1·2494.
4/12

800 South Brookhurst
Anaheim 92804
(714) 635-3453
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~---
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. ·-~ ----·----

Hear Roy Eugene Davjs, disciple of
Paramahamsa Yogananda, at Howard
Johnson's East Friday, March 15th,
8:00p.m. Admission $2.00.
Fiesta Committee Meeting/Fri.,
March 15, 3:30 p.m./room 253 of the
SUB.
Delta Sigma Pi, Professional Business
Fraternity, will hold a meeting/SUB
Rm. 230/Thursday, March 14, 7:30
p,m.
Orthodox Baha'i Club/Thursday
8:00 p.m./room 250A of the SUB,
UNM Student Health Center will be
closed to appointments/Wednesday,
March 20. Students will be seen on an
emergency basis only that day.
All Special Education Students, final
enrollment for the 1·hour
credit/Legislative Workshop/D. H.
Lawrence Ranch in Taos/March
29·31/wiiJ take place at the SCEC
meeting/SUB, Rm. 129/Thursday,
March 14.

APPLY NOW FOR THE FALL SEMESTER,
BEGINNING SEPTEMBER 5, 1974
ALL FOUR LAW STUDY PROGRAMS
AVAILABLE IN FALL 1914
STUDENTS ELIGIBLE Fblt fi:DUALl Y INSUltED STUDENT lOANS

APPROVED FOR VETERANS

~

..,
n

....::r
.!'- ·
...,.
~
.;..

An open discussion will take place
on/Friday, March 15, 3:30
p,m./Hodgin Hall, Rm. 301. Topic to
be discussed is Aquinas' five proofs for
the ellistence of God.
Realize the goal of human life. •
Discourse held on four meditation
techniques: light, music, word, and
nectar, as revealed by 16-year-old Guru
Maharaj Ji. Every Sunday/7:30.9:30
p.m./Alumni Chapel.

HURSDAV--..

All ~uietlj

·on the v;7·
...Western Fr6nt

7&9 75¢

MISCELLANEOUS

SERVICES

LEGAL SERVICES. UNM Law School
Clinical Program otTers legal services
for students and statr. Furnished by
qualified law students under faculty supervision. Availability limited to those
whose a.~setll and income do not exceed
established ·guidelines. 60t registration
fee. Call 277-2913 or 277·3604 for in·
formation and appointments. Sponsored
by ABllocl~t~~ Students_of UNM. • Un
LANDSCAPING & LAWN maintenance,
professional o,r at home, call 898-9011.
--:::-:--.--.-~:-=~--:----::----:- 3/18
CALCULUS TUTORING by grad student.
Experienc~_'!·_ <2~1. ~al'Y 242·6671.
3/15
SABLE WHITE COLLIE at stud. Champion 1111es 1 265·6780.
3/15
LOW CAR INSURANCE rates for married !!tUdents. Call 298·6491 and ask for
Dick Alexal1der.
3/15
PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION. photos.
Lowest tJrices In town, fast, pleasing.
1'/ear UNM. Call 266·2444 or come to
1717 Girard N.E.
IMAGES---PORTRAlT, PASSPORT. a11•
plication photographs. Close, quick, sane.
2312·A Central SE. Behind Butterftelds.
266-9967.
&/8

4l

(continur:?d (rompage 11)

shoulder injury that continues to
hamper him. ·
In floor exercise the real battle
for first place will be between
ASU teammates Gary Alexander
and Kent Brown. Marc Messervy
and Dave Chandler of UNM, are
expected to be among the top
five.
L. J. Larson (ASU) the
defending champ in the pommel
horse will be battling with Jim
Allen of Colorado State for first
place in that event. Ray Duplessis
and Chuck Walter of UNM will
also finish in the top five,

ADVERTISING

Rates: lOt per word, 11.00 mlnimUJII,
Terms: Payment must be made In full
Prior to Insertion of advertisement.
Where: Journalism Building, Room 206.

1)

are also expected to plac~ high in
the parallel bars for UNM along ~
with Gary Alexander (ASU), ~
Still rings will be a dog fight Steve Zamora (CSU), and Wayne J~
between Rick Curtis (ASU ), Ed Young (BYU).
Bellman (CSU), and Vic Randazzo
Freshman Doug Day of UNM
(UNM).
will be among the top finishers in
Almost a sure victory in the the high bar along with Arizona
vaulting will be Buck Blevins State's Mark Dedrick and Gary
( CSU ), with Gary Alexander Alexander,
(ASU), Dave Repp (UNM), and
Those qualifying will go to the
Dave Chandler (UNM) battling it· NCAA Championships at
out for second.
University Park, Pennsylvania
Dave Repp and Dave Chandler .April 4-6.
'

Gymnastic WAC Title .•.

I

Jobs are
everywhere.•.
Careers
are at
General
Telephone
Currently seeking applicants with majors in:·

Electrical Engineers
Accountants
Let our Campus Representative explain the
possibilities of placement in beautUul Southern California
on March 14th & 15th
For further company information prior to our
campus visit, please write:
Employment Manager
P.O. Box889
Santa Monica, California 90406
General Telephone Company of California

·(tii¥f
&EnERALTELEPHOnE

An equal opportunity employer

